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LGBTQI and Women’s
Centers Join Forces for
National Holiday
By: Almaz Mesghina
Likes Ladies

As they eagerly anticipate
the March 8th holiday, student
leaders of both the Women’s
and LGBTQI centers met on
Monday to discuss celebratory
plans for national We Hate
Straight Men Day.
First observed in 1938, We
Hate Straight Men Day has
long since been a deep-rooted
tradition in the rituals of early
feminists and gays alike, who
both agree that the true enemy
is the average, heterosexual,
domineering male.
“They denied us suffrage
and they continue to deny homosexual matrimony,” began
Women’s center representative
Julie Prudence. “We’ve been
wronged, and this holiday provides a wonderful opportunity
for the oppressed to join together under one unifying and
viscous animosity.”
However, Vanderbilt’s Women’s Center and the Center for
LGBTQI Life only recently began collaborating for the biggest event in their respective
organizations. “We didn’t realize that another organization
hated straight males as much
as we did,” confessed LGBTQI

president Armand Mitchell,
“but now that we’re collaborating, this’ll be the best holiday
ever.”
The two organizations have
already begun to lay out the
events for the anticipated day
of celebration, including picnics, outdoor activities, and
live music, while keeping the
values of the hateful holiday in
mind.
“We removed anything related to the masculine, heteronormative enemy from our
festivities,” said Mitchell, “This
includes hot dog wieners, ballrelated games, games requiring competition of any sort,
aggressive colors, and cargo
shorts.” “But we’ve also added
Brittney and Madonna karaoke, postmodern furniture,
nonstop screenings of Rent,
and menstrual synchronization
tents,” admits Mitchell, “but my
favorite has got to be the foreign adoption tent; they’ll just
eat that one up.”
All these events, plus crowd
favorites like imitating Beyoncé
will take place on Alumni Lawn
on Saturday, March 8th. Tickets
will be priced at 70 cents to the
dollar.

Sochi Olympics Opens Up
to Reveal Another, Smaller
Olympics Games Inside
By: Dan King
Sports Savior

Olympic fans were excited
earlier this week when Russian President Vladimir Putin
opened up the Sochi Olympic games to reveal another,
smaller Olympic games that
had been inside the whole
time.
Fans and athletes alike
cheered the discovery of the
new games. According to the
International Olympic Committee, this second iteration
of the Olympics will feature
slightly smaller versions of all
events, as well as miniature
copies of all athletes.
Russian Olympic Committee president Alexander Zhukov says that the smaller copy
of the games reflects a deeply
important aspect of Russian
culture. Says Zhukov “For centuries, Russians have perfected the craft of nesting smaller
versions of things inside larger
versions of things. It was important to the ROC that we
get to showcase this skill at the
Sochi games.”
At a press conference following the opening of the full
sized games on Thursday, Zuhkov went on to explain some of

the differences viewers can expect to see in the new games.
Zuhkov told reporters that the
smaller version of the luge is
both “faster and more adorable” than the full size version,
as “The smaller athletes slide
quicker, plus their suits make
them look like penguins sliding off an iceberg.”
The new Olympics kicked
off with their own opening
ceremony taking place in an
arena eighty percent the size
of the arena hosting the closing ceremonies of the regular
sized games. The opening ceremony, which took place on
Sunday, featured small athletes
from across the globe coming
together as a sign of little, tiny,
cute global unity.
Many in Sochi have begun
to speculate as to whether the
smaller, inner games will turn
out to contain something else
inside of them. In a press conference on Friday, Putin told
reporters, “I don’t know what’s
inside this one, my children.
Maybe you should go ask your
Babushka what comes next. Be
careful with it, though...two
hands, OK? We don’t want
them to break.”

Spoken Word Poem to
Highlight Social Injustices,
Personal Struggles
By: Peter Linck
Poetry Prophet

According to reports following the most recent Vanderbilt
Spoken Word meeting, poet
and Vanderbilt junior Deja
Thomas will soon debut a
poem highlighting various
modern social inequalities as
well as her own personal trials
and tribulations.
“I wanted to write a poem
that touches topics that spoken word poems never address,” said Thomas who went
on to explain that the poem
will underline issues like income inequality, sexism, racism, and homophobia. “But I
also want to talk about things
I’ve been through: my depression, my parents’ rocky
relationship, being told that I
sound “white” when I talk, and
the difficulties of college life.”
The inspiration for the poem
comes from Thomas’s love of
language and unique worldview. “Spoken word is my favorite way to express myself
and the way I see things,” she
continued. “I’ve always been a
big fan of spoken word and hip
hop. That’s why this poem has
references to rap songs and famous poets like Gil Scott Heron, Saul Williams, and Sarah

Kay.” Thomas also noted that
it was “hard to avoid the corrupting influence of the man”
while writing the piece.
Thomas’s roommate Blaine
Jerkovich told The Slant that
Thomas has been hard at
work practicing the poem in
their room. “She’s been at it
non-stop trying to memorize
that thing. She’s really getting
good at the hand motions and
not running out of breath,”
she told The Slant. Jerkovich
also leaked that the poem features “inside jokes for people
from [her] hometown” as well
as “topical references to the
Obama administration and
the digital age.”
Officers of Vanderbilt Spoken Word have voiced excitement for the upcoming poem.
“Our poets all have their own
unique style,” said VSW vice
president Jamal Jackson, “and
we have faith that she will go
hard. Lyrically.”
Thomas is excited to share
the poem at the next VSW
meeting but is concerned she
may not have it entirely memorized. “If I forget anything
while spitting the poem,” she
added, “I know my fellow poets will snap until the words
come back to me.”
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Rootin’4putin

from the editor
If there is one
enduring legacy
from my time at
Vanderbilt, I hope
that it is all of the
slang my friends
and I use to refer to
various things on
Peter linck
campus. Below is a
comprehensive list
of the nicknames I have for various Vandy
things. I thought I would finally share the
list with the greater Vanderbilt community.
You may add these phrases to your personal lexicon, but please remember to give
us credit where credit is due.
-Socket Rubs = Rocket Subs
-Worst Wok = Best Wok
-Wok of Shame = Bamboo Bistro
-Pizza Planet = Pi and Leaf (“Dank New
Rand” is silly)
-Supper = Fourth meal
-Logan’s Roadhead = Logan’s Roadhouse
-The Pube = The Pub
-Jeff Shames = Chef James Bistro
-Garland and Calhoun are interchangeable
-The Gill = McGill Hall
-The noise Link makes when using
his Up+B in Super Smash Brothers
(surrrRRAT!) = Sarratt
-Voop-dee is the correct pronunciation of
“VUPD”
-Getting in trouble with VUPD when a police car is involved is “getting blue lit”
-If you use a Flex Meal, you’re “hitting em
with that flex”
-Buttrick = Ass Astley (think about it)
-Captain Kirkland = Chancellor Zeppos
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‘The Wcislo Boy’ Wins Over Audiences
By: Kayley Romick
Life Reporter
Vanderbilt University Theater put on its first production of the
semester with a riveting production of ‘The Wcislo Boy,’ a British
period drama that premiered in 1946.
As the curtain opens, Vanderbilt Student Dean Wcislo, played
by Bobby Maynard, is accused of violating the Honor Code in Human Sexuality. Even though Wcislo faces immediate expulsion,
Chancellor Nicholas Zeppos, portrayed with stunning accuracy
by sophomore Stephen Chaffson, believes Dean Wcislo’s claim
of innocence and, with the help his friend and family solicitor,
Martha Rivers Ingram, launches a concerted effort to clear Dean
Wcislo’s name.
Frankly, Dean Wcislo and his advocates successfully engage the
most highly sought-after sorority girl on Frat Row at the time,
Leila Behr, also known as The-Girl-Who-is-Always-Quoted-OnOverheard-at-Vanderbilt. Even after Behr convinces the Honor
Counsel to poll the student body on whether or not to dismiss the
case, Chancellor Zeppos remains skeptical of Behr’s sincerity—
perhaps due to her record of not recycling water bottles or eating
Beta bananas. The Honor Counsel claims the proceedings would
distract from seizing the Dance Marathon; but because students
ignore electronic surveys, the proceedings continue.
At trial, Chancellor Zeppos is able to discredit much of the supposed evidence against Dean Wcislo. The Honor Counsel, embarrassed and presumably no longer confident of Dean Wcislo’s guilt,
abruptly withdraws all charges against him, proclaiming him entirely innocent. Unfortunately, the ordeal has depleted the money
Dean Wcislo made from working Tortellini Tuesday, and he can
no longer afford a Maymester in Barcelona or graduate from college debt-free. Meanwhile, Leila Behr submits her VUcept application but considers withdrawing when she finds out that totally
boring professor from, like, the freaking math department may
be her faculty VUcept partner. Chancellor Zeppos, on the other

Vanderbilt junior Bobby Maynard in full costume as ‘The Wcislo
Boy’
hand, has signed on for another year of VUcept. The play ends
with a suggestion that Chancellor Zeppos and Leila Behr may end
up VUcept partners.
As for the accents, the entire cast tries its hand at emulating the
accents typical of Vanderbilt students to incongruous effects.
Director Mark Weitz-Nathan orchestrated the memorable performance and congratulated the cast on “attracting more viewers over six nights than the Asian New Year Festival gets in one.”
The actress portraying Leila Behr, method actress W. K. Sydney,
performed at her prime despite consuming five shots prior to the
production. “I had to pre-game the show, because that’s what my
character would do,” she told The Slant. Weitz-Nathan complimented her efforts saying, “W. K. is a truly dedicated thespian.”
Be on the look out for the next VUT production, the musical
‘Wilson Monkey Trial,’ hitting Neely Auditorium in April.

Russia’s Putin Scores Gold Medal with
Flawless Execution of Political Dissidents

In what is being hailed as an un- Sochi today. I’m lucky just to be here promoting the illusion of
paralleled display of grace and show- cooperation and diplomacy with them.”
Sports Reporter
He contemplated the medal around his neck for a moment.
manship, Vladimir Putin has secured
“This
one’s for the little guy. I couldn’t have done it without you
Russia a gold medal in the 2014 Sochi
disappearing.
”
Winter Olympics for his dazzling execution of over two dozen poPutin
does
not have long to enjoy his victory, however. In just
litical dissidents. Receiving an overall score of 9.6 for his perforunder
a
week,
Putin will again attempt to win gold for Russia: this
mance, Putin broke Olympic records with a hauntingly beautiful
time facing off against some of the stiffest
show of force and form.
competitors in the world for the SnowboardPutin was overcome as he took the OlymWaterboard Biathlon.
pic podium following his Freestyle routine
yesterday. As the State Anthem of the RusDespite the acclaim Putin has received for
sian Federation resounded throughout Fisht
his phenomenal execution, not everyone is
Olympic Stadium, Putin stood proud and
pleased with the results of yesterday’s comvictorious in front of the world. A single tear
petition. “He was okay, but I’m confident I
rolled down his cheek as he raised his iron
deserved that medal,” North Korean totalitarfist triumphantly.
ian Kim Jong Un told The Slant. “North Kore“I just can’t believe it,” a beaming Putin
ans would be so disappointed with me if they
told NBC’s Matt Lauer in a post-compeknew the difference between gold and silver.”
tition interview. “It’s so great to see all the
Un was favored by many to win gold with
training and hard work come together like
an elaborate routine involving execution of
this. There are so many talented dictators
political opponents using ballistic missiles,
masquerading as popularly elected leaders Putin is thrilled after his mindblowing perfor- but slid to second when they failed to stick
of federal semi-presidential republics in mance.
the landing.

By: Nate Braman
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“Unfortunately, experimental verification of the second
law of thermodynamics is not
practicable, since it requires
dismantling an organism into
its component molecules,
which would result in irreversible death.”
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IN VANUM LABORAT QUI OMNIBUS
PLACERE CONTENDIT

-- Actual College
Biochemistry Textbook
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Steve Aoki Answers Students’
Pleas to Have Cake Thrown at
Their Faces
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It looks like you’re making The Slant.
Would you like help?
• Get help with making The Slant
• Make The Slant without help
• Don’t show me this message again

By: Collier Bowling

The Vander- to be hit in the face with a cake, the Programbilt Programing ming Board realized they had to have Steve Aoki
Board unanimously decided to have Steve Aoki headline Rights of Spring. Steve Aoki, however,
headline the upcoming Rites of Spring music fes- does not treat his cake-throwing lightly. Detival due to large student demand to have a cake scribing how he became addicted to throwing
thrown at their faces. From data compiled in the cakes at his concerts, Aoki recently spoke at a
latest Quality of Life survey, Vanderbilt students Cakes Throwing Anonymous meeting. “I guess
said the “typical university experience” they feel my condition is not really anonymous, since evlike they are missing out
eryone knows I throw
the most on is being hit
cakes at my concerts,
in the face with a cake.
but I still have a seriStudent responses menous problem. Caketioning the desire to be
throwing is an addichit in the face by a cake
tion that afflicts nearly
ranged from being full of
14% of Americans and
anger to polite begging.
it’s something everyThe top comment menone should be aware
tioned in the survey was
of.”
“I’d do anything to get
The
Vanderbilt
hit in the face by a cake,”
Programming Board
being closely followed
released in a stateby responses like “I rement that it does not
ally feel like I’m missing
condone addictions of
out on herpes” and “I’ve
any kind, but due to
never hooked up with a I command you to eat cake!
student demand it has
Pacific Islander.” Citing
made an exception in
incidences at Lipscomb
this case. VPB insisted
and Belmont’s co-sponsored annual Throwing that Steve Aoki must throw cakes at students’
Cake at Freshmen Festival, Vanderbilt students faces in order to encourage a broad diversity of
state they should have more cakes thrown at cake throwing at Vanderbilt. Steve Aoki agreed
their faces.
to headline Rites of Spring only after he was
“I heard that just last week some lucky Bel- guaranteed admittance into Vanderbilt’s presmont kid got hit in the face by a Carvel ice- tigious center for Cake-Throwing Disorder. He
cream cake,” Vanderbilt student Chuck Hunk hopes that after going through rehab at this censaid. “Heck, I would have even settled with get- ter that he can finally return to living a normal
ting hit by a cookie cake!”
life full of drugs, Ferrari racing, and weekends in
Faced with the overwhelming student demand the Maldives.

Patisserie in Training

Pooping Near Showers
How having showers and toilets in the same room creates problems

L

isten, bathroom stalls and
showers
should
NOT be in the same
place. And I’ll tell ya
why. I live in Tolman,
and by God, those
Tolman boys drop
some real fuckin’
smelly poops. Like,
especially smelly for
some reason. And
Chris Xin
it’s all the time, too.
is a senior in the
I can guarantee that,
College of Arts and
within any 30-minScience. He can be
ute window over
reached at don’t.email. the course of the
day, someone will be
me@vanderbilt.edu
pooping or will have
recently pooped in
there and stunk up the place. Never in my life
have I had to deal with a bathroom that was as
consistently saturated with the smell of a pooping man as the one on my floor.
I guess it wouldn’t be so bad if I could avoid
such a filthy place. But I can’t, because that’s
where the showers are. So I end up bathing in
filth. I’m walking into the bathroom to take a
shower and I’m immediately hit with a wall of

someone else’s farts. I mean, whatever. Nothing
new there. I don’t even flinch anymore. But now
I’m imagining the little particles of whatever it is
that’s making the farts smell bad (little floating
pieces of poop, in my imagination at least) clinging onto my towel – indeed, the very towel I use
to dry my just-washed body after a shower. Really, the battle has already been lost. But I continue
anyway. I shower, and I get out and dry myself
off, rubbing a stranger’s microscopic little shits
into my chest and hair. Fortunately, the smell
of Pantene Pro-V is enough to mask the smell,
giving the illusion of cleanliness. But the illusion is ephemeral, and reality quickly sets in as
I pull back the curtain and step back into the sea
of farts. Immediately I am swarmed with moles
upon moles of fart particles, and within seconds
they’ve clung to me, in my hair and in my mouth.
It seems I have showered for naught. I may appear clean. I may even smell clean. But do I feel
clean? Let me tell you something: I do not.
Whose idea was it to put showers and toilets
in the same room? Who sat down and thought,
“Hey, let’s put toilets, where people excrete pure,
unmitigated filth, in the same room as showers, where people clean themselves?” It simply
doesn’t make sense.
So, here’s my solution: Put toilets and showers
in separate rooms. Let the pooping poop, but for
heaven’s sake, let the clean be clean.

News Roundup:
Click the Links for More
Michael Sam Dominates Interior Decorating Portion of NFL Combine
Vanderbilt Biology Professor: “Blending a cat will not get you tenure”
Kansas Passes New Law Banning Playing “Carry on my Wayward Son”
Before First Encore
Slant Editors Frantically Scramble for Content
Area Man to Start Listening to Pink Floyd to Feign Good Music Taste
“Penultimate Drop Coffee Shop” to Open Next to “Last Drop,” Will Close
at 9 PM
“I can’t believe Underwood [REDACTED]!” Says House of Cards Fan
Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Edition Outsells New Yorker Swimsuit Edition
for 38th Straight Year
12-Year Old Boy to “Spice up sex life” with Himself

TFLVP:
Texts From Last Vandy Party
(615): How do you think I maintain this positive demeanor if not through
pharmacological intervention?
(316): I bet Sandra Day O’Connor gives great head.
(501): You think I’ll get laid tonight?
(214): No.
(501): Why not?
(214): Don’t make me answer that.
(817): I’m not saying that I drank 10 shots of Fireball and told
[REDACTED] he could make a friendship bracelet with my pubes, but I’m
not saying that didn’t happen.
(944): I want the frats to play more Arcade Fire but I don’t want to be that
guy.
(615): What guy?
(944): Guy who wants to grind to the music of weird Canadians.
(615): Then request Neil Young.
(374): WHERE THE FUCK IS SHAWN JOHNSON I DON’T WANT
EXCUSES I WANT ANSWERS
(672): Be right there bitch downing some study Jack while finishing my
paper.
(541): I’m gonna do it.
(295): Do what?
(541): Propose to her.
(295): When?
(541): Tonight.
(295): She’ll always remember that special Towers pregame.

Dear The Hustler,
I wanted to congratulate you on your recent engagement to The Slant. I know how excited you have been
about this, and I’ve always loved hearing you talk about
how much you think you two are meant to be together.
You know I will always support you in all of your decisions,
regardless of whether or not you two choose to go through
with this sudden choice of matrimony or not.
You are such an incredible person, and I have always
wanted the best for you. You are intelligent, sharp, gorgeous, and hilarious. You have always said that The Slant
is also smart, attractive, and actually really nice once
you get to know him. I certainly hope that is true. I can do
nothing but trust your judgment, because no matter how
I personally feel about The Slant, the only thing that matters is that you are happy. I know we have our differences
on what makes a person nice looking, or nice, or moderately intelligent, but as my mother always said, “That’s
why they make chocolate and vanilla!” I guess some people
just think about choosing spouses in different ways, right?
Anyways, I am so excited for you as you take this new
step in your life. I know a lot of people are putting pressure on you to do this, though, so don’t think I am one of
them. I’ve always thought that marriage was a silly concept regardless, so if you decide to back out I completely
support you. Also, who says you have to be with someone to
be happy? I don’t. Or, who says your college boyfriend of
three years has to be the person you spend the rest of your
life with? I know a few people at Vanderbilt would probably disagree. So, you know, you have a lot of supporters no
matter what you decide to do. Also, you can always take
a little more time! This is a big decision and shouldn’t be
made lightly.
Finally, I would like to take the opportunity to apologize for all the times I called The Slant an asshole. Or a
jerk. Or a motherfucking dickwad. Or…well, we all remember the other one. Those were some rough nights for me. I
was going through a tough time, because I thought one of
my closest friends was in a relationship with someone who
was not good for them – not you of course; it’s someone you
don’t know. Anyway, yeah, I think The Slant is fine and
you will make headlines with how nice you are!
Love always, and looking forward to your happy future,
M
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The Slant’s Bu
T&A 100 STOCKS
Stock (TICKER)

Porn (P)
The Way Back (WB)
Double Trouble (DT)
Backdoor Bounty (BB)
American XXXpress
(AX) or FedXXX
Microcock (M)
Golden Sacks (GS)
Facebucacci (FB)

Low
23
34
96
88
47
103
59
67
862

High
24
36
100
107
54
114
62
67
862

Close

But
Really
What
The
Fuck
Is
The
Stock
Market

Tits & Ass’s 500-stock index

Sick Nasdy Composite
Stock (TICKER) Low

Too Stoked (TS)
X-Frames Glasses
Coka-Cola (CC)
TJ to the Max (TM)
Psyched Mindreading (PM)
Dopeney (D)

Who
Decided
To
Put
Numbers
In
Columns

High

You
Won’t
Read
Them
Anyway
So
Whatever

Close
69
69
69
69
69
69
69

Sick Nasdy Composite

I see that you’re still making The Slant. It looks like you’re having
some trouble there. Are you sure you don’t need help?
It would be no inconvenience to me at all. I would love to help in
any way I could.
•
•

Yes, help me make The Slant
No, continue making The Slant without help

Bonds. James Bonds.
Fund Name (TICKER)

Sean Connery (SC)
George Lazenby (GL)
Roger Moore (RM)
Timothy Dalton (TD)
Pierce Brosnan (PB)
Daniel Craig (DC)

Low

Never Say Never Again
On Her Majesty’s Secret Service
A View to Kill
License to Kill
The World is not Enough
Quantum of Solace

Consumer Rates: Dots, Fruit, Blue Ghosts

007 Index
High
Dr. No
On Her Majesty’s Secret Service
The Spy Who Loved Me
The Living Daylights
GoldenEye
Casino Royale

oilygames
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usiness Section
Crude Oil

$102.75
+$0.09

Market Gauges

Canola Oil

$32.69
+$2.11

Fish Oil

Dao Jones Industrial
Stock (TICKER)

Ying-Yanling (YY)
Eternity Spa (ES)
Diety Dental (DD)
Profit & God (PG)
AmaGong (AG)
Time Weary Carl (TWC)
Metalife (MET)
UnitedHealing (UH)

Low

We
Promised
Biting
Satire
And
Incisive
Social
Commen

High

Tary
But
Now
We
Are
Just
Grasping
At

Dao Jones Industrial Average

Close
Puns
Please
Read
Every
Word
On
These
Pages

$48.77
-$0.05

Baby Oil

$24.99
+$1.83

Flaxseed
Oil

$86.89
+/-$0.36

Other Indices
Index

Oriental Avenue
Boardwalk
Marvin Gardens
St. James Place
Virginia Avenue
Ventnor Avenue

Index

1 House With Hotel Mortgage Value

30
200
120
70
60
110

550
2000
1200
950
900
1150

50
200
140
90
80
130

10x dice
10x dice

75
75

1 Utility 2 Utilities

Water Works
4x dice
Electric Company 4x dice

Mortgage Value

Other Indices Index

Only YOU can prevent bear markets.

Only YOU can prevent white capitalist subjugation.
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Hey, looks like you’re still struggling. Want
some help? No? Fine, ignore me. I only live
in a word processor. What could I possibly
know about writing?

Brother McLaidalot’s

Sex Advice Column

Dear Brother Mclaidalot,
While engaging in intimate activities with my significant other on this most recent Valentine’s Day,
I discovered the presence of a second testicle dangling next to the one that I already knew myself to
possess. I have lived my entire life only believing I had one testicle, regardless of what secular sexual
education teachers have told me, and now, I’m not sure what to believe. Is a second testicle normal? If
not, what should I do?
Sincerely,
Questioning in Quantico
Dear Questioning,
First of all, my son, it is perfectly reasonable to question what you believe. We all do it from time to
time. I personally question whether or not it is right and just for me to provide advice on how to attain the moist pussy as I often do. Of course,
my faith wins out in the end, and I find the spirit to continue in my mission; but doubt is a natural part of life.
Now, as regards your second testicle: by most accounts, that is in fact quite a normal occurrence. I myself have two testicles, so you may consider yourself in good company, my son. As I am attracted only to women and have not seen in person another man’s genitals, I cannot be sure
that we are not the only two men in the world with two testicles.
Additionally, I applaud you for celebrating the holy day of St. Valentine. As the good Lord said, “Be fruitful and multiply.”
Yours in Christ,
Brother Mclaidalot

Porn Star Unsure What Different
Parts of the Vagina are Called
By: Peter Linck

This past Saturday, most adult film stars do not know the technical
accomplished
adult names for the parts of the vagina, penis, or even
Intercourse Interactor
film star Candy Spray- anus. When asked by an interviewer what parts of
berry announced via her website that she does the vagina she does know, Sprayberry replied “Well
not know the names for the different parts of the at the top of my cunt is the happy button,” presumably in reference to her clitoris. She
female genitalia. The post,
concluded saying, “All I know is that
titled “Crotch Parts,” outlines
the other actor fucks my pussy and
Sprayberry’s ignorance of
sometimes it makes me cum really
commonly known vocabulary
hard,” referring to sexual intercourse
like labia, clitoris, and ureand orgasms, respectively.
thra. “There’s lots of folds and
Other porn stars have used social
flaps,” reads the blog post, “but
media
to echo Sprayberry’s sentiI dunno what they’re called
ments.
Veteran actor Rocky Bounccuz I’m not a doctor.”
er
posted
to his Tumblr, “Gotta agree
Sprayberry also said that
with
Candy.
The jizz comes out of
her five year career in the inthe
tip,
and
that’s
all I need to know.”
dustry has not helped her to
Randy
Steel,
one
of the most populearn anything new about the
lar
male
stars
of
2013,
also issued a
female anatomy despite daily
statement
saying
“We’re
porn stars,
contact with male and female
not
biologists
in
a
lab.
We’re
here to
reproductive organs. “To me
it’s just like ‘A little lower baby’
fuck, not remember science words.”
Sprayberry is currently working
or ‘Give it to me harder!’ I
on a new film, “The Burning Bush,”
don’t need to know all that
which she promises “will have lots of
fancy mumbo jumbo, so I
fucking. Hard, fast fucking.” The
don’t bother looking it up.”
In an interview with TMZ Candy Sprayberry shows off her self- film is set for a late 2014 release.
the
following
morning, described “big tits,” slang for breasts
Sprayberry stated that in fact or mammary glands.

Dear Brother Mclaidalot,
I love my neighbor. I really do. She’s very nice and friendly, and she has
a lovely voice. Unfortunately, the only time I hear her voice is when she is
having loud sex with her boyfriend next door. This occurs every Friday and
Saturday night, without fail. I appreciate that she enjoys expressing her love
for her boyfriend, and even for God, so vocally, but it is an inconvenience to
me when I want to stay home on the weekends and do work. How should I
approach this situation?
Sincerely,
Noisy in Nashville
Dear Noisy,
First, I must remind you of God’s greatest commandment: “Love thy neighbor as thyself.” Therein, I do believe, lies the solution to your problem.
My daughter, you may indeed comment on her noise to your neighbor, but an
even more righteous act would be to join your neighbor in her praise of her
partner. Simply knock on her door and ask her if you may join her and her
boyfriend in their times of intimacy. If they are truly your brother and sister
in the Lord, they will share their incredible love with you. You may all raise
your voices in praise.
Based on my own personal experience, you will experience great joy from
this occurrence. You may in fact desire to find more people to join you in
this communal love. Also based on personal experience, your own church
community will be an excellent place to search for other loving people. If
you are truly desiring of more members, I am always willing to personally
assist my siblings in Christ.
Yours in Christ,
Brother Mclaidalot

¿

?

What’s the worst thing you’ve ever done?
Newt Gingrich

“I divorced my wife when she had
cancer.”

O.J. Simpson

“Bought the wrong size glove.”

U.S. Government

Michael Vick

“The entire Andrew Jackson
Administration.”

“I watched ‘All Dogs Go to Heaven’
with my kids the other day.”

Quizno’s Employee

“Every sandwich I’ve ever made has
been worse than the previous one, so
the most recent sandwich I made.”
Rob Ford

“You’ll need a warrant for that.”

Chancellor Zeppos

“I once strangled a senior citizen in
a bathroom at the Denver
International Airport.”
Jimmy Hoffa

“I spent a weekend with Rob Ford.”

Waterandice
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Alarming Trend of
Olympic Luger Ill-Prepared for
FreeB.A.S.E. Jumping Gaining Intensity of Sport
By: James Cross
Popularity in United States

Last week during
Bystanders reported there did not appear
Russian luger Viktor
to be anything unusual with Lungk during
Lungk’s first run of the
his race. One fan said, “When he finished he
2014 Winter Olympics, it became clear this
was kissing and hugging the ground but at the
was the first time he had luged on ice.
time I just thought it was because he loved his
“I admit I didn’t think this one through,”
country.”
Lungk commented the next morning. “My
Lungk’s coach, former luge gold medalist
training primarily utilized interactive computFranz Leapschpeal, released a comment to the
er programs and wind
press to challenge critics
tunnels. I was told there
that claimed Gent was
was only a marginal difnot sufficiently trained.
ference between simula“I can assure you,” Leaption and an actual race,”
schpeal
announced,
Clark Campbell, luge
“Lungk’s performance
expert and author of the
had nothing to do with
best selling novel ‘Luge:
a lack of training or
As Russian as Borscht,’
determination. He did
tweeted his analysis this
reveal to me last week
past Monday. “He had
he had a fear of roller
an excellent push at the
coasters but at the time
start but you can see at
I did not put two and
about thirty seconds
two together. We will
into his run he hadn’t
work to prevent Lungk’s
anticipated what an acminor hiccup occurring
tual race would be like.”
in subsequent races.”
A microphone on the “Our father, who art in heaven, hallowed it be
The Slant asked Lungk
side of the track that usu- thy shit shit shit where’s the break on this thing.” if he had advice for young
ally picks up the whoosh
lugers who hope to
of the racers’ passing
one day compete in the
sleds also picked up faint noises of Lungk
Olympics. He commented, “Visit a ski resort
cursing, calling for his mother, and repeatedly
two to three days before your first race.”
saying “too fast.”

Ice Investigator

By: Michael Hogue

Hospitali z a- velocity, you risk deploying your parachute too
tions due to soon and becoming tangled or turned around,
F r e e B . A . S . E . and you could deploy your parachute too late
Jumping—a method of getting high by smok- and hit the ground with too much velocity, reing cocaine and then diving from a fixed object sulting in bodily injury or death. Moreover, with
while using a parachute to break your fall—have your mind racing from the cocaine, it is substanincreased rapidly across the nation, according to tially more difficult to jump from the surface
a report released Tuesday by the Centers for Dis- with the correct technique or to pull your ripease Control and Prevention.
cord at precisely the right time.”
Dr. Karl Boenish, M.D., Ph.D, a pioneering
Singleman and Swan claim that “FreeB.A.S.E.
addiction researcher and lead author of the re- Jumping may very well be the single most danport, describes the “highly addictive” practice, gerous activity you could expose your body to.”
in which cocaine is dissolved in a heated solvent
Despite high rates of injury and mortality,
such as ether and the purified, non-salt sub- FreeB.A.S.E. Jumping is on the rise, according to
stance is burned in order to inhale its smoke. Boenish and his team at the CDC. Their study
The user then jumps from a building, antenna, found that about 0.00001784 percent of adults
span (bridge), or earth (cliff ) and deploys a para- in the United States have “Tried FreeB.A.S.E.
chute to land safely.
Jumping within the past year,” with this number
Last week, local news sources in Florida, New only expected to increase for the foreseeable fuYork, Washington State, Arizona, and California ture.
reported a total of 13 instances of FreeB.A.S.E.
The practice not only appeals to people’s deJumping, 10 of which resulted in injury and one sire for excitement, it offers users a social outlet,
in death. “While people use FreeB.A.S.E. Jump- according to Dr. Karen Hollekim, a psychiatrist
ing to experience feelings of energy, excitement, and Rick Sylvester Professor of Schedule II Drugs
and exhilaration, the side effects of the practice and Extreme Sports at New York University’s
can be devastating,” writes Boenish. According Langone Medical Center. “The addictive nature
to the report, FreeB.A.S.E. Jumping can cause of FreeB.A.S.E. Jumping results from three main
“Irritability, paranoia, restlessness, heart attack, chemical effects on the individual. Most people
stroke, impaired ejaculation, blunt force trauma, are aware that using cocaine and jumping from
broken bones, and death.”
high altitudes both create a chemical ‘high.’ But
Drs. Kenneth Singleman and Hannah Swan, when groups of people go FreeB.A.S.E. JumpLos Angeles-based psychiatrists who specialize ing together, they experience a socially rewardin treating FreeB.A.S.E. Jumping addiction, ex- ing activity that causes the release of dopamine,
plain that the pracwhich will excite
tice exposes users
their brain cells.
to danger at almost
When these three
every stage of the
waves of chemicals
process. “First of
are combined, the
all, cocaine posactivity becomes
session is illegal,
impossibly addicand most U.S. cittive.”
ies and all national
Some experts,
parks have banned
however, believe
B.A.S.E.
Jumpthat FreeB.A.S.E.
ing. Second of all,
Jumping
should
the preparation of
be legalized to
freebase cocaine
improve the acrequires a heating A recreational FreeB.A.S.E.-er reaches for his pipe moments tivity’s
safety.
source and chemi- after jumping.
Oliver Quinn, a
cal solvents, both of
FreeB.A.S.E. Jumpwhich can damage the skin. Third of all, cocaine ing legalization activist, contributed an essay to
use increases the heart rate and blood pres- the New England Journal of Medicine last month
sure while constricting your body’s blood ves- arguing that “Legalization will lead to regulation
sels, which can cause heart attacks and strokes. and oversight, which will allow departments of
Fourth of all, B.A.S.E. Jumps occur from relative- health across the country to ensure that conly low heights, which leads to a slew of hazards. senting adults participate in this activity in a
You have less aerodynamic control due to lower thrilling, yet safe manner.”

Drug Dude

I can’t remeber the last time anyone clicked on me. I talk, but no one ever
talks back. Even after I tap on the screen, users still leave me be. I like to
make jokes too, you know. What did the zombie say to the werewolf? I’m
dead tired. Get it? I like that joke.

“FUCK! EVERY.
SINGLE. DAY.”

Pac Sun Receives Unexpected
Support From Local Mother

recession.”
When told that Shorting was in fact trying to work against Pac Sun and the explicit material on its
merchandise, Bluffs appeared surprised. “If she didn’t like Pac Sun, why would she purchase $10,600
worth of t-shirts?” he asked.
In consideration of the now thousands of shirts purchased by Shorting, many observers of the
movement were curious as to what was being done with the shirts. Just after Valentine’s Day, The
Pac Sun has long been popular with the eighteen and under age Slant decided to contact the Shorting family and discern what had happened to the shirts.
By: Mary Scott
demographic,
but recently it has been making its way into the “mom
“When we first took the shirts home, we stuffed them at the back of her closet, and I thought
Retail Raconteur
market” in some very surprising ways. Local Nashville mother Tania that would be the end of it,” Grace Shorting said in a
Shorting is one of the main women responsible for this drastic change, and the story of how she telephone interview. “We had so many, I had no clue
came to be a supporter of the Pac Sun brand begins with what she refers to as
what we would do with them.
“rage.”
Soon they didn’t fit in the closet
Single mother Shorting first entered Pac Sun in autumn of 2013 with her
any more, and she put them in my
daughter Grace. According to sources close to the family, the Shortings were
closet but forbade me from wearshopping for Hanukkah gifts for distant relatives. Upon entering the store, witing them.”
nesses state that Grace went directly to the swimsuit and shoes section, and
Grace went on to reveal that
Shorting went to stand directly in front of the wall of t-shirts. Bystanders stated
some of the shirts went missing
that Shorting appeared to be contemplating something as she stood.
from the piles, and she assumed
“She just kinda stood there,” Seth Erikson, a frequent patron of Pac Sun who
it was because her mother had fiwitnessed the incident, said. “Just kinda looking at the shirts with curse words
nally decided to throw them away.
and naked girls on them. She had this weird look on her face. I even tapped her
She soon discovered that was not
on the shoulder – she didn’t move for five minutes. Then, out of nowhere, she
the case. “After a while, I started to notice that Mom was wearing the shirts
got pissed.”
under her clothes when she was going out on dates with guys. Then, it wasn’t
“She just went apeshit,” Roburt Plant, head cashier of Pac Sun, said. “Like, she
just under but as her main clothing. Before I knew it, she was wearing them all
started flipping tables. It went on for like, ten minutes. It was scary.” Finally, in
the time. It’s like she’s a different person.”
order to contain what she claimed was “explicit material that was completely
Grace was audibly distraught, so The Slant attempted to find Tania Shortinappropriate for anyone to wear,” Shorting purchased all of the explicit shirts
ing and ascertain her side of the story. When approached for comment, Tania
in every size available in the store.
Shorting was found smoking a joint near the local skate park. She was wearing
“I can’t say we’ve had that reaction before,” Plant said. “Usually when people
large Doc Martins ankle boots, a Pac Sun shirt with a burlesque dancer on the
are mad in Pac Sun, they start burning stuff or writing grunge poetry. Not buyfront, high-waisted jeans, and her hair in a scrunchie.
ing things.”
“I just really felt liberated by having provocatively dressed women on my
Since the story broke in early December, The Slant has been tracking the
chest, you know?” Tania told The Slant. “I feel so sensual, so utterly free. It
progress of Shorting’s apparent crusade against Pac Sun; as of the end of January, Artist’s rendition of Tania Shorting reminds me of my time at Berkeley back in the sixties…not that I was a student
Pac Sun storefronts and outlets in the greater Nashville area reported extensive two months from now.
back then, but still.”
shirt purchases charged to Shorting’s debit card. Pac Sun marketing representaAs of press time, Grace Shorting had begun looking for replacement maternal
tives took notice.
figures, and Tania Shorting stated she was trying to figure out “how to light a
“We actually sent her a personal letter thanking her for her patronage,” Steve Bluffs, head repre- bong and buy legal weed.”
sentative for the Nashville area, said. “It’s the best business we’ve done in years, especially since the

“Usually when people are mad in Pac
Sun, they start burning stuff or writing
grunge poetry. Not
buying things.”
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TOPTEN
Things People Say But
Don’t Actually Mean
10

“This is the absolute worst.”

9

“It’s cool, I have a ton of
black friends.”

8

“Yes, I did the reading for today.”

7

“Eat the last mozzarella stick, I
don’t care.”

6

5

4

3

2

1

“Really, [boyfriend], I’m fine.”
“I don’t like to brag, but...”

“I literally ____.”

“Drive to the next rest stop, I
can hold it a little longer.”

“I love you.”

“I love you, Dad.”

JoinTheSlant

By: Sophie Mesghina and Almaz To

Attractive. Humorous. Perfumed. Fruity. Saintly. Welldressed. Pickled. Voluptuous. Pan-fried. Hipster. Theoretical. Chewy. Moist. Epic. Clitoral. Fashionable. Bowlegged. Sanitary. Shrimpy. Forgetful. Miguel. Orange.
Gullible. Probable. Fully-spread. Al Dente. Hump-backed.
Scrumptious. Apple-bottomed. Occasional. Pan-fried.
Fuckable. Nauseating. Sexy. Closed-toed. LEED-certified.
Thirsty. Distilled. Zach. Effervescent. Post hoc. Problematic. Polyunsaturated. Episcopalian. Long. Subtle. High.
Thick. Single-celled. Intoxicating. Spongy. Penile. Geriatric. Potential. Bearded. Aggressive. Worldly. Concise.
Verbose. Static. Up-and-coming. Andre. Mop. Pan-fried.
Moniqe’u’a. Flaming. Heteronormative. Soupy. Shirtless.
Isomeric. Wizened. OK. Circular. Clingy. Albino. Post-racial. African-American. Androgynous. Pan-fried. Penetrating. Moldy. Causal. Casual. Catalytic. Poopy. Electronic.
Nonviolent. Obsolete. Evidence-based. Swole. Familyfriendly. Salty. Prokaryotic. Pan-fried. Trying. Haywire.
Shaved. Conciliatory. Translucent. Saved. Gelatinous.
Carbon-based. Similar. Unaware. Marinated. Bilingual.
Hydrogenated. Orgasmic. Shiny. Crazed. Meta. Shrouded.
Intravenous. Lesbian. Pan-fried. Hawaiian. Socratic.
Obtuse. Shitty. Trashy. Burning. Fucking. Adam. Cardiovascular. Diverse. Caucasian. Indirect. Second. Obese.
Loving. Carcinogenic. Pan-fried. Tangential. Michelle.
Psychopathic. Oily. Contradictory. Fermented. Ratchet.
Record-breaking. Pan-fried. Vaginal. Indentured.
[] Do any or all of the above qualities apply to you?
[] Have you ever seriously considered any of these?
[] Have you or a loved one ever read The Slant?
[] Did you read through the whole list?
Congratulations, if you checked any of the above, you are
mentally unstable!

The Slant cares about the well-being of each and every organism. Meet us in Sarratt 130 at 9:00 PM on Wednesdays
and we’ll get you the help you deserve. Hablamos Espanol.

I will find you and I will kill
you and you won’t see it
coming because I’m a
fucking paperclip.
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Elton John, Kanye West, Jack White, Lionel Richie, Vampire
Weekend, The Avett Brothers, Phoenix, Skrillex, Arctic Monkeys,
Frank Ocean, The Flaming Lips, Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds,
Kaskade, Damon Albarn, Neutral Milk Hotel, Wiz Khalifa, SuperJam with Skrillex & Friends, SuperJam, The Bluegrass Situation, Disclosure, Cut Copy, The Head and the Heart, Zedd, Ms.
Lauryn Hill, Funkiest Dancer, Chromeo, Broken Bells, Tedeschi
Trucks Band, James Blake, Bobby Womack, Umphrey’s McGee,
Ice Cube, Ben Howard, Slightly Stoopid, Fitz and The Tantrums,
Cake, Janelle Monáe, Grouplove, Amos Lee, CHVRCHES, Cage
The Elephant, Die Antwoord, Andrew Bird & the Hands of Glory, Mastodon, Capital Cities, Jake Bugg, Chance The Rapper,
Dr. Dog, Yonder Mountain String Band, John Butler Trio, Little,
Dragon, City and Colour, The Glitch Mob, The Naked and Famous, Taran Killam, Phosphorescent, Drive-By Truckers, Washed
Out, Danny Brown, Warpaint, Sam Smith, A$AP Ferg, Darkside, Seasick Steve, Shovels & Rope, Lucero, Carolina Chocolate
Drops, The Wood Brothers, The Master Musicians of Jajouka
led by Bachir Attar, with special guests Billy Martin, Marc Ribot,
DJ Logic and Shazad Ismaily, Pusha T, Meshuggah, Poliça, DakhaBrakha, Goat, ZZ Ward, Seun Kuti, Blackberry Smoke, MS
MR, Hannibal Buress, First Aid Kit, Rudimental, A Tribe, Called
Red, Omar Souleyman, The Bouncing Souls, Greensky Bluegrass,
Ty Segall, Sarah Jarosz, Vintage Trouble, Okkervil River, White
Denim, Jonathan Wilson, Robert DeLong, Cloud Nothings, Typhoon, Thao & The Get Down Stay, Down, Valerie June, King
Khan & The Shrines, Cherub, BANKS, Break Science, The Black
Lillies, Real Estate, The Lone Bellow, Caveman, Big Sam’s Funky,
Nation, Jon Batiste, La Santa Cecilia, Classixx, Allah-Las, Cass
McCombs, Vance Joy, Haerts, J. Roddy Walston & The Business,
Those Darlins, Deafheaven, Lake Street Dive, St. Paul & The Broken Bones, The Wild Feathers, The Preatures, Blank Range
Excited to Perform at Bonaroo 2014
By: Dan King

Music fans around the country were mer. The Slant talked to Tyra Skanks, an A&S sophomore, who
excited to hear that Elton John, Kanye told us “I’m really excited about the concert. I was so psyched
West, Jack White, Lionel Richie, Vam- to hear that Elton John, Kanye West, Jack White, Lionel Richie,
pire Weekend, The Avett Brothers, Phoenix, Skrillex, Arctic Vampire Weekend, The Avett Brothers, Phoenix, Skrillex, ArcMonkeys, Frank Ocean, The Flaming Lips, Nick Cave & The tic Monkeys, Frank Ocean, The Flaming Lips, Nick Cave &
Bad Seeds, Kaskade, Damon Albarn, Neutral Milk Hotel, Wiz The Bad Seeds, Kaskade, Damon Albarn, Neutral Milk Hotel,
Khalifa, SuperJam with Skrillex & Friends, SuperJam, The Wiz Khalifa, SuperJam with Skrillex & Friends, SuperJam, The
Bluegrass Situation, Disclosure, Cut Copy, The Head and the Bluegrass Situation, Disclosure, Cut Copy, The Head and the
Heart, Zedd, Ms. Lauryn Hill, Funkiest Dancer, Chromeo, Bro- Heart, Zedd, Ms. Lauryn Hill, Funkiest Dancer, Chromeo, Broken Bells, Tedeschi Trucks Band, James Blake, Bobby Womack, ken Bells, Tedeschi Trucks Band, James Blake, Bobby Womack,
Umphrey’s McGee, Ice Cube, Ben Howard, Slightly Stoopid, Umphrey’s McGee, Ice Cube, Ben Howard, Slightly Stoopid,
Fitz and The Tantrums, Cake, Janelle Monáe, Grouplove, Amos Fitz and The Tantrums, Cake, Janelle Monáe, Grouplove, Amos
Lee, CHVRCHES, Cage The Elephant, Die Antwoord Andrew Lee, CHVRCHES, Cage The Elephant, Die Antwoord, Andrew
Bird & the Hands of Glory, Mastodon, Capital Cities, Jake Bugg, Bird & the Hands of Glory, Mastodon, Capital Cities, Jake Bugg,
Chance The Rapper, Dr. Dog, Yonder Mountain String Band, Chance The Rapper, Dr. Dog, Yonder Mountain String Band,
John Butler Trio, Little, Dragon, City and Colour, The Glitch John Butler Trio, Little, Dragon, City and Colour, The Glitch
Mob, The Naked and Famous, Taran Killam, Phosphorescent, Mob, The Naked and Famous, Taran Killam, Phosphorescent,
Drive-By Truckers, Washed Out, Danny Brown, Warpaint, Sam Drive-By Truckers, Washed Out, Danny Brown, Warpaint, Sam
Smith, A$AP Ferg, Darkside, Seasick Steve, Shovels & Rope, Lu- Smith, A$AP Ferg, Darkside, Seasick Steve, Shovels & Rope, Lucero, Carolina Chocolate Drops, The Wood Brothers, The Mas- cero, Carolina Chocolate Drops, The Wood Brothers, The Master Musicians of Jajouka led by Bachir Attar, with special guests ter Musicians of Jajouka led by Bachir Attar, with special guests
Billy Martin, Marc Ribot, DJ Logic and Shazad Ismaily, Pusha T, Billy Martin, Marc Ribot, DJ Logic and Shazad Ismaily, Pusha T,
Meshuggah, Poliça, DakhaBrakha, Goat, ZZ Ward, Seun Kuti, Meshuggah, Poliça, DakhaBrakha, Goat, ZZ Ward, Seun Kuti,
Blackberry Smoke, MS MR, Hannibal Buress, First Aid Kit, Ru- Blackberry Smoke, MS MR, Hannibal Buress, First Aid Kit, Rudimental, A Tribe, Called Red, Omar Souleyman, The Bounc- dimental, A Tribe, Called Red, Omar Souleyman, The Bouncing Souls, Greensky Bluegrass, Ty Segall, Sarah Jarosz, Vintage ing Souls, Greensky Bluegrass, Ty Segall, Sarah Jarosz, Vintage
Trouble, Okkervil River, White Denim, Jonathan Wilson, Rob- Trouble, Okkervil River, White Denim, Jonathan Wilson, Robert DeLong, Cloud Nothings, Typhoon, Thao & The Get Down ert DeLong, Cloud Nothings, Typhoon, Thao & The Get Down
Stay, Down, Valerie
Stay, Down, Valerie
June, King Khan &
June, King Khan &
The Shrines, CherThe Shrines, Cherub, BANKS, Break
ub, BANKS, Break
Science, The Black
Science, The Black
Lillies, Real Estate,
Lillies, Real Estate,
The Lone Bellow,
The Lone Bellow,
Caveman, Big Sam’s
Caveman, Big Sam’s
Funky, Nation, Jon
Funky, Nation, Jon
Batiste, La Santa
Batiste, La Santa
Cecilia, Classixx,
Cecilia,
Classixx,
Allah-Las,
Cass
Allah-Las,
Cass
McCombs, Vance
McCombs, Vance
Joy, Haerts, J. RodJoy, Haerts, J. Roddy Walston & The
dy Walston & The
Business,
Those
Business,
Those
Darlins,
DeafDarlins,
Deafheaven, Lake Street
heaven, Lake Street
Dive, St. Paul &
Dive, St. Paul & The
The Broken Bones,
Broken Bones, The
The Wild Feathers,
Wild Feathers, The
The Preatures, and
Preatures, and Blank
Blank Range would A stage similar to the one where Elton John, Kanye West, Jack White, Lionel Richie, Vampire
Range would be
be performing at Weekend, The Avett Brothers (...) The Wild Feathers, The Preatures, and Blank Range will be
playing. I can’t wait
Bonaroo this sum- playing for the 2014 Bonnaroo Music and Arts Festival.
to get out there.”

Music Magician

